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1.According to Citrix Methodology, what is the suggested timeframe of a Proof of Concept?
A.1-30 days
B.4-6 weeks
C.3-6 months
D.Less than 1 week
Correct:A
2.According to the Citrix methodology, what is the recommended next step after a Proof of
Concept, if an Infrastructure Assessment has already been performed?
A.Pilot
B.Design
C.Production
D.Build and Test
E.Project Definition
Correct:B
3.In which component of the Proof of Concept would the next steps be defined?
A.Build
B.Design
C.Planning
D.Results Analysis
Correct:D
4.What is the recommended profile solution for a user who accesses published applications in a
farm that includes servers in multiple data centers and that requires personal settings for each
application?
A.Local profile
B.Roaming profile
C.Mandatory profile
D.Multiple Roaming profile
Correct:D
5.Folder Redirection allows administrators to __________. ( Choose three.)
A.assign a unique Profile Path per user account
B.assign multiple Profile Paths per user account
C.store specific folders from the user's profile on different file shares
D.point Documents to a user's personal folder on a network file share.
E.decrease the amount of data downloaded at logon from the user's profile share
Correct:C D E
6.Scenario : You are designing a user profile design for an environment with three load-managed
groups Microsoft Office 2000, ERP application and CRM application. Testing has shown that the
ERP and CRM applications do not reference HKCU for application settings. Microsoft Office uses
HKCU to save user settings. Design goals: 1. Ensure fastest possible user logins to all
applications 2. Allow users to save settings 3. Avoid profile corruption and overwrites Proposed
Design: Implement a single roaming profile strategy, with folder redirection policies applied on all
servers. The user profile path is configured to:\\PROFILESERVER%username% for all users.
Which design goals does this proposed design meet?
A.3 only
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B.2 only
C.2 and 3
D.1 and 3
Correct:B
7.Scenario: While reviewing the project plan, you realize the project timelines are not being met.
You determine the reasons for the slip in timelines: multiple people are dedicating valuable time
working on the same issue and some issues keep reoccurring. Currently, the project team
manages an issues list. The list contains a brief description of each issue, the dates it was opened
and closed, and each issue's status. What are the first two steps you should take in order to
address this problem?(Choose two.)
A.Assign an owner and priority to each issue.
B.Dedicate a project resource to provide ongoing support.
C.Start a support knowledge base that includes a history of issues.
D.Extend project timelines as necessary.
Correct:A C
8.Scenario: During Automation Scripting, the application integration team assisted with the
automated server build and application packaging. However, during unit testing, you determined
an application was not working properly due to a missing key in the user's registry hive. In order
to correct the issue with minimal modification to existing components, you chose to fix the issue
by adding the missing key to __________. (Fill in the blank with two options from below.)
A.the application package created by the application integration team
B.the automated server build created by the application integration team
C.the server logon script
D.the group policy
Correct:C D
9.Scenario: During the pilot implementation, it is important to select the appropriate mix of users
and IT staff. These users provide feedback that allows the project team to gather hands-on
knowledge and experience before moving the environment into production. Once the results of
the pilot are obtained, the project team should determine which factor?
A.If all risks have been identified for the project.
B.If they selected the best mix of end users and IT staff for the pilot.
C.If the applications are ready to be deployed in a production environment.
D.If necessary performance counters to monitor average network utilization have been validated.
Correct:C
10.You have just conducted project test cases for the Build and Test phase. Which three pieces of
information from the project test cases are most critical to move forward with the project?
(Choose three.)
A.Ensure all risks have been identified.
B.Ensure all sections of the design have been verified.
C.Obtain baseline data and metrics including performance data.
D.Identify necessary performance counters to monitor average network utilization.
Correct:A B C
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